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Concurrent MetateM is a programming language based on the notion of concurrent,
communicating objects, where each object directly executes a speciflcation given in tem-
poral logic, and communicates with other objects using asynchronous broadcast message-
passing. Thus, Concurrent MetateM represents a combination of the direct execution
of temporal speciflcations, together with a novel model of concurrent computation. In
contrast to the notions of predicates as processes and stream parallelism seen in concur-
rent logic languages, Concurrent MetateM represents a more coarse-grained approach,
where an object consists of a set of logical rules and communication is achieved by the
evaluation of certain types of predicate. Representing concurrent systems as groups of
such objects provides a powerful tool for modelling complex reactive systems.
In order to reason about the behaviour of Concurrent MetateM systems, we require
a suitable semantics. Being based upon executable temporal logic, objects in isolation
have an intuitive semantics. However, the addition of both operational constraints upon
the object’s execution and global constraints provided by the asynchronous model of
concurrency and communication, complicates the overall semantics of networks of ob-
jects. It is this, more complex, semantics that we address here, where temporal semantics
for varieties of Concurrent MetateM are provided.
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1. Introduction
A wide variety of computer systems are reactive. A reactive system does not simply
read in a set of inputs and produce, on termination, a set of outputs .(Pnueli, 1986;
Harel and Pnueli, 1985). Reactive systems are typically concurrent or distributed, and
contain elements that are constantly reacting to stimuli from their environment. In this
paper, we provide a semantics for Concurrent MetateM, a language for representing
and implementing a subclass of reactive systems .(Fisher, 1993). This subclass contains
reactive systems that are concurrent and whose elements represent self-contained entities
that communicate through message-passing. These entities encapsulate both data and
behaviour and, hence, can be termed objects. Such reactive systems are sometimes termed
concurrent object-based systems .(Yonezawa and Tokoro, 1986).
Concurrent MetateM has been developed from the sequential execution of tempo-
ral speciflcations provided by MetateM, an executable temporal logic described in
.(Barringer et al., 1989; Fisher and Owens, 1992; Barringer et al., 1995). Thus, indi-
vidual objects execute temporal speciflcations and communicate with their environment
at certain times by broadcasting information.
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Adopting this style of language provides the programmer/designer with a °exible way
to view concurrent systems, where computation is carried out within groups of objects
broadcasting, listening and executing asynchronously. Such executing objects are gen-
erally coarse-grained, with an object consisting of a set of logical rules which deflne
constraints upon certain predicates. The logic we use within each individual object is
powerful, and has been shown to be useful in describing and implementing various prop-
erties of reactive systems .(Manna and Pnueli, 1992).
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we outline the main features
of Concurrent MetateM, including the internal representation and execution of objects
using temporal logic, and the interaction of sets of objects using concurrency and commu-
nication. In Section 3, we present an introduction to dense temporal logic which, in turn,
provides the basis for the semantics of basic Concurrent MetateM given in Section 4.
Although Concurrent MetateM is based on the execution of a discrete temporal logic,
we present its semantics in terms of dense temporal logic in order to realistically model
the asynchronous execution of individual objects. We then show how this semantics can
be reflned in order to represent some of the extensions described earlier. In Section 5, we
review some of the applications of Concurrent MetateM while, in Section 6, we present
our conclusions together with an outline of future work on the semantics of Concurrent
MetateM. Finally, in Appendix A we provide the formal syntax and semantics of a
discrete temporal logic.
This article is an expanded version of .(Fisher, 1995), extended with more detail regard-
ing the semantics and logics used, and considering a wider range of features of Concurrent
MetateM, in particular object creation, dynamic interfaces and grouping.
2. The Concurrent METATEM Language
The concurrent operational model on which Concurrent MetateM is based is not
new. A similar approach has been used both in Distributed Operating Systems .(Birman,
1991) and Distributed Artiflcial Intelligence .(Maruichi et al., 1991). However, rather
than being limited to those areas, we believe the model to be both general purpose and
intuitively appealing. For example, a variety of distributed and concurrent systems have
been specifled and implemented using this approach ( .Finger et al ., 1991; .Fisher and
.Wooldridge, 1993, .1995).
We flrst describe the basic structure of objects, together with the notion of direct
execution of temporal speciflcations as a way of animating these objects. Later in this
section, we consider concurrency and communication between, and grouping of, such
objects.
2.1. objects
The basic elements of Concurrent MetateM are objects. We deflne an object as an
encapsulated entity, executing independently, and having complete control over its own
internal behaviour. There are two elements to each object: its interface deflnition and its
internal deflnition.
The deflnition of which messages an object recognizes, together with a deflnition of
the messages that an object may itself produce, is provided by the interface deflnition.
The interface deflnition for an object, for example ‘car’, may be deflned in the following
way
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car(go,stop,turn)[overheat,fuel]
Here, fgo; stop; turng is the set of messages the object recognizes, while the object itself
is able to produce the messages foverheat; fuelg.
While the internal execution of each object can be achieved in a variety of languages,
these can be seen as implementations of the abstract speciflcation of the object provided
by the temporal formula. However, since temporal logic represents a powerful, high-level
description, we choose to animate the object, at least for prototyping purposes if not for
full implementation, by directly executing the temporal formula .(Fisher, 1996).
Before outlining this execution mechanism, we provide a brief introduction to temporal
logic. Those readers familiar with this topic should proceed to Section 2.3.
2.2. temporal logic
Temporal logic can be seen as classical logic extended with various modalities repre-
senting temporal aspects of logical formulae .(Emerson, 1990). The temporal logic we use
is based on a linear, discrete model of time. Thus, time is modelled as an inflnite sequence
of discrete states, with an identifled starting point, called \the beginning of time". Clas-
sical formulae are used to represent constraints within individual states, while temporal
formulae represent constraints between states. As formulae are interpreted at particular
states in this sequence, operators which refer to both the past and future are required.
The full syntax and semantics of this propositional temporal logic is provided in Ap-
pendix A, while an informal description of the meaning of the temporal operators is
given below, commencing with the future-time temporal operators.
⁄ The sometime in the future operator, \}", where}’ is satisfled now if ’ is satisfled
sometime in the future.
⁄ The always in the future operator, \ ", where ’ is satisfled now if ’ is satisfled
always in the future.
⁄ The until operator, \U ", where ’U ˆ is satisfled now if ’ is satisfled from now
until a moment in the future when ˆ becomes satisfled.
⁄ The next-time operator, \ g", where g’ is satisfled now if ’ is satisfled at the
next moment in time.
Similarly, connectives are provided to enable formulae to refer to the past. The relevant
past-time temporal operators are described below.
⁄ The since operator, \S ", ’S ˆ is satisfled now if ˆ was satisfled in the past and ’
was satisfled from that moment until (but not including) the present moment.
⁄ The sometime in the past operator, \}† ", where \}† ’" is satisfled now if ’ was
satisfled at some moment in the past.
⁄ The always in the past operator, \ ", where \ ’", is satisfled now if ’ was
satisfled at all moments in the past.
⁄ The strong last-time operator , \ bcdef", where bcdef’ is satisfled if there was a last
moment in time and, at that moment, ’ was satisfled.
⁄ The beginning of time operator, \start", which is only satisfled at the beginning
of time.
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As an object’s behaviour is represented by a temporal formula, we can transform this for-
mula into the temporal normal form called Separated Normal Form (SNF) .(Fisher, 1992)
which not only removes many of the temporal operators, but also translates the formula
into a set of rules suitable for execution. Note, however, that Concurrent MetateM is
usually programmed simply by providing a set of such rules. Each of these rules are of
one of the following forms.
start)
r_
j=1
mj (an initial -rule)
bcdef q^
i=1
ki)
r_
j=1
mj (a global -rule)
start)}l (an initial }-rule)
bcdef q^
i=1
ki)}l (a global }-rule)
where each ki, mj or l is a literal. Note that the left-hand side of each initial rule is a
constraint only on the flrst state, while the left-hand side of each global rule represents
a constraint upon the previous state. The right-hand side of each -rule is simply a
disjunction of literals referring to the current state, while the right-hand side of each
}-rule is a single eventuality (i.e., \}" applied to a literal).
It should be noted that the use of temporal logic as the basis for computation gives
an extra level of expressive power over the corresponding classical logics. In particu-
lar, operators such as \}" provide the opportunity to specify temporal indeterminacy.
Transformation to SNF allows us to capture these expressive capabilities concisely.
2.3. executing object descriptions
Given that the behaviour of an object is described by a set of SNF rules, then we utilise
the imperative future approach .(Gabbay, 1987) in order to execute these rules. Here, the
basic principle is to represent a component’s behaviour as rules of the form
\past formula" implies \present or future formula".
Such rules are applied at every moment in time (i.e., at every step of the execution), using
information about the history of the object in order to constrain the future execution.
In our particular case, the rules are in SNF. In executing a set of SNF rules, the aim is
to produce a model for those rules, but to do so using a forward-chaining process. Thus,
execution in Concurrent MetateM follows a cycle of checking if the left-hand side of
each rule is satisfled in the current execution and, if it is, ensuring that the right-hand
side is also satisfled.
The operator used to represent the basic temporal indeterminacy within the SNF rules
is the sometime operator, \}". When a formula such as}’ is executed, the system must
try to ensure that ’ eventually becomes true. As such eventualities might not be able to
be satisfled immediately, we must keep a record of the unsatisfled eventualities, retrying
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them as execution proceeds .(Fisher and Owens, 1992). As with standard logic languages
this, together with the execution of disjunctions, may involve a process of backtracking.
In principle, each object may incorporate internal concurrent execution. For example,
an object may be sending several messages at the same time as consuming multiple
incoming messages.
As an example of a simple set of rules which might be part of an object’s descrip-
tion, consider the following. (Note that these rules are not meant to form a meaningful
program|they are only given for illustrative purposes.)
start):movingbcdefgo)}movingbcdef(moving ^ go)) overheat _ fuel
Looking at these program rules, we see that moving is false at the beginning of time and
whenever go is true in the last moment in time, a commitment to make moving true is
given eventually. Similarly, whenever both go and moving are true in the last moment in
time, then either overheat or fuel must be made true. For a more detailed description
of the underlying execution mechanism, see .Fisher and Owens (1992).
2.4. concurrency and communication
It is fundamental to our approach that all objects are (potentially) concurrently ac-
tive. In particular, they may be asynchronously executing in which case each object,
in executing its temporal formula, constructs its own sequence of moments independent
of other objects. Thus, the computational model captures a range of behaviours from
standard sequential systems at one extreme, where enforced sequentiality must be repre-
sented, to multi-agent systems at the other, where objects may be asynchronously active,
autonomous, and reactive.
Within Concurrent MetateM, a mechanism is provided for communication between
separate objects. This simply consists of a partition of each object’s predicates into those
controlled by the object and those controlled by the environment. To flt in with this logical
view of communication, whilst also providing a °exible and powerful message-passing
mechanism, broadcast message-passing is used to pass information between objects. Here,
when an object sends a message it does not necessarily send it to a specifled destination, it
merely sends it to its environment, where it can be received by all other objects. Although
broadcast is the basic mechanism, both multicast (achieved, for example, by imposing
a group structure upon the broadcasted messages|see Section 2.5) and point-to-point
message-passing (achieved, for example, by adding an extra \destination" argument to
the message) can be deflned within this framework.
Broadcast communication is preferable to standard point-to-point message-passing,
which can be very restrictive, particularly when developing open systems. In many cases,
the particular receiver for a message is not known. Also, being tied to a particular receiver
risks deadlock if that receiver \dies" (i.e. its processor fails).
Thus, the basic predicates used in the logic are categorized as follows, with several
categories of predicates corresponding to messages to and from the object.
⁄ Environment predicates, which represent incoming messages.
An environment predicate can be made true if, and only if, the corresponding mes-
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sage has just been received. Thus, a formula containing an environment predicate,
such as \go", is only true if a message of the form \go" has just been received.
⁄ Component predicates, which represent messages broadcast from the object.
When a component predicate is made true, it has the (side-)efiect of broadcast-
ing the corresponding message to the environment. For example, if the formula
\overheat" is made true, where overheat is a component predicate, then the mes-
sage \overheat" is broadcast.
⁄ Internal predicates, which have no external efiect.
These predicates are used as part of formulae participating in the internal com-
putation of the object and, as such, do not correspond either to message-sending
or message reception. This category of predicates may include various primitive
operations.
The default behaviour for a message is that if it is broadcast, then it will eventually
arrive at all possible receivers. Also note that, by default, the order of messages is not
preserved, though such a constraint could be added, if required. This default behaviour
is not only appropriate for this approach, but also avoids the problems that occur when
implementing communications media where message order is preserved.
In general, if an object’s execution mechanism is based on the execution of logical
statements, then a computation may involve backtracking. In Concurrent MetateM,
objects may backtrack, with the proviso that an object may not backtrack past the
broadcasting of a message. Consequently, in broadcasting a message to its environment,
an object efiectively commits the execution to that particular path. Thus, the basic
operation of an object can be thought of as a period of internal execution, possibly
involving backtracking, followed by appropriate broadcasts to the object’s environment.
2.5. grouping objects
As broadcast communication can sometimes be both ine–cient and unwieldy, the
notion of object groups .(Maruichi et al., 1991) is also used within Concurrent MetateM,
being useful both for restricting the extent of broadcast messages and for structuring the
object space.
We here consider a group to be a set of objects. For simplicity, we assume a group
is represented by a set of the names of the objects that it contains. This provides us
with a simple description of groups that will be used in giving their semantics (see
Section 4.3.1). The basic properties of groups are that objects are able to broadcast a
message to the members of a group, add an object to a group, ascertain whether a certain
object is a member of a group, remove a specifled object from a group, and, construct a
new subgroup. The utility of grouping as a structuring mechanism can be seen from the
examples referred to in Section 5, while further details on the group mechanism and its
applications can be found in .Fisher (1994).
2.6. object creation
A mechanism for extending Concurrent MetateM with dynamic object creation was
presented in .Fisher and Kellett (1996). This consists simply of a \clone" primitive which
makes a copy of the object in which the statement occurred, instantiates the copy appro-
priately and commences its independent execution. Thus, for example, a clone statement
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within the \car" object described earlier would produce a new copy of the car executing
independently of the original. Although this may have limited use by itself, the addition
of parameters to the clone statement allows the instantiation of these new objects. For
example, if the car object had a colour attribute, then we could clone a copy of it, in-
stantiating the new object with a difierent colour, e.g. clone(red). For further details of
the syntax of this object-creation mechanism and a discussion of some of its applications,
see .Fisher and Kellett (1996).
2.7. synchronization
Although objects execute asynchronously, provision for the synchronization of objects
is often useful. For example, an object might broadcast a request for something, then
continue executing until a reply is received. While it is waiting for the reply, the object
can process other messages. Alternatively, the object might broadcast its request, then
suspend until an appropriate reply is received. In this case, it will not process any other
messages in between the request being sent and the reply being received. This can be
considered as a process of synchronizing the object with the reply message.
Within Concurrent MetateM, both approaches can be represented, though here we
will only outline the second one where an object sends out a request, suspends waiting
for an answer, and performs some action when an answer arrives. If ask is a component
predicate, while answer is an environment predicate, then we can represent such an
object’s rules as follows.
... ) askbcdef answer ) do itbcdef ask ) answer
If an ask message has been sent, then the only way to satisfy this last rule is to ensure
that answer is received in the next state. Thus, the object cannot execute further until
the required message arrives, and consequently it is suspended. In this way, objects in
Concurrent MetateM can synchronize on selected messages.
2.8. dynamic interfaces
The interface deflnition of an object deflnes the initial set of messages recognized
by that object. However, the object may dynamically change the set of messages that it
recognizes. In particular, an object can either start \listening" for a new type of message,
or start \ignoring" previously recognized message types. For example, given an original
object interface such as
car(go,stop,turn)[overheat,fuel]
the object may dynamically choose to stop recognizing \turn" messages, perhaps by
executing \ignore(turn)". This efiectively gives the object the new interface
car(go,stop)[overheat,fuel]
i.e., deflning a car that cannot be turned by sending it a message!
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3. A Dense Temporal Logic
In order to represent the semantics of Concurrent MetateM, we use a temporal logic
based upon a dense model of time, called the \Temporal Logic of the Reals" (tlr),
which was originally developed to enable the abstract speciflcation of reactive systems
.(Barringer et al., 1986; Kesten et al., 1994). In dense temporal logics, there is no concept
of an unique next state|between every two states there are an inflnite number of other
states. As the name suggests, tlr is based upon the domain consisting of the positive real
numbers, while the discrete temporal logic described in Section 2.2 (and Appendix A) is
based upon the domain of natural numbers.
The tlr logic was introduced in .Barringer et al. (1986) as a framework for specifying
concurrent systems, and was reflned, extended and corrected in .Kesten et al. (1994).
While we primarily follow this later work, there are several elements, particularly re-
lating to terms and quantiflers, that we ignore. Also, in an attempt at continuity, our
description of tlr will follow the structure and syntax of the PTL description provided
in Appendix A.
3.1. syntax
Formulae of tlr are constructed using the following symbols.
⁄ A set, Lp, of propositional symbols represented by strings of lower-case characters.
⁄ Classical connectives, :, _, ^, and ).
⁄ The future-time temporal operators, U+ and g.
⁄ The past-time temporal operators, S ¡ and v.
⁄ \(" and \)" which are, as usual, used to avoid ambiguity.
The set of well-formed formulae of tlr (wfft) is deflned as follows.
⁄ Any element of Lp is in wfft.
⁄ If A and B are in wfft, then so are
:A A _B A ^B A) B (A)
AU+B AS ¡B gA vA:
3.2. semantics
The models for tlr formulae are based on dense, rather than discrete, linear structures.
Again, these structures have flnite past and inflnite future, but now exhibit the flnite
variability property on all propositions (see below). We will deflne a model, ¾, as
¾ = hR; …pi
where
R is the Real Numbers, which is used to represent the underlying structure, and,
…p is a map from R£Lp to fT;Fg, giving a propositional valuation for each moment
in time.
The semantics of a proposition are deflned by the valuation given to that proposition at
a particular moment:
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h¾; ii j= p ifi …p(i; p) = T [for p 2 Lp]:
The semantics of the standard propositional connectives are as described in both classical
logic and PTL. The semantics of the future-time temporal operators is deflned as follows.
h¾; ii j= gA ifi there exists v 2 R, such that v > i and
for all u 2 R, if v > u > i then h¾; ui j= A
h¾; ii j= AU+B ifi there exists v 2 R, such that v > i and h¾; vi j= B and
for all u 2 R, if i < u < v then h¾; ui j= A:
Again, as temporal formulae are interpreted at a particular moment, i, then indices less
than i represent moments that are \in the past". The semantics of the past-time operators
is as follows.
h¾; ii j= vA ifi there exists v 2 R, such that 0 < v < i and
for all u 2 R, if v < u < i then h¾; ui j= A
h¾; ii j= AS ¡B ifi there exists v 2R, such that 0 < v < i
and h¾; vi j= B and
for all u 2 R, if i > u > v then h¾; ui j= A:
As in PTL, operators such as} and (and their past-time counterparts) can be derived
from the U+ (and S ¡).
Finally, we consider flnite variability.
Definition 3.1. (Left/Right Constant) A proposition p is said to be left constant
(respectively right constant) at i 2 R if there exists a number t such that 0 < t < r
(t > r) and the valuation of p is constant for all u where t < u < r (r < u < t).
Definition 3.2. (Finite Variability) A proposition p has the flnite variability prop-
erty if it is both left and right constant at any i > 0.
Thus, we only consider propositions that have the flnite variability property. Efiectively,
the deflnition of flnite variability states that between any two points, each predicate
can only vary its value a flnite number of times. This avoids the case where predicates
\alternate" values inflnitely within a flnite period of time.
4. Temporal Semantics for Concurrent METATEM Systems
As one might expect, given that the language is based upon an executable temporal
logic, a temporal semantics can be given for Concurrent MetateM. However, because
both operational constraints and linguistic extensions have been added to the core lan-
guage, deflning the semantics for a Concurrent MetateM system is not as straight-
forward as it might seem. In particular, once asynchronous execution is introduced, each
object efiectively constructs a separate temporal model.
We begin, in Section 4.1, by outlining some preliminary deflnitions required in the
semantics. In Section 4.2, we present the basic semantics of asynchronous Concurrent
MetateM. Here, although individual objects each execute formulae of discrete temporal
logic, we use a dense temporal logic in order to provide the semantics of the whole system.
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Finally, in Section 4.3, we consider reflnements of this semantics corresponding to the
extensions to the basic language outlined in Section 2.
4.1. preliminaries
4.1.1. object structures
In order to give the semantics for Concurrent MetateM, we assume a simple syntactic
structure for representing objects in the language. For the purpose of this discussion, an
object (e.g., Obj) is represented by a structure indexed by the following flelds.
Rules | the set of rules comprising the object.
Env | the set of environment predicates.
Comp | the set of component predicates.
Int | the set of internal predicates.
Thus, for example, we can access the set of component predicates of the object Obj via
Obj.Comp.
4.1.2. predicate renaming
To avoid any unwanted name clashes between the representations of difierent objects,
we rename each predicate, for example p, used in object O by a new predicate p-O. Thus,
if we make predicate p true in a particular object, this will not directly afiect the truth
value of p in a difierent object. However, we also need to add communication constraints
linking certain predicates together. The basic predicates p, q, etc., are used to connect
the sender’s name for the predicate to the receiver’s name for the predicate (see below).
4.1.3. semantic definitions
In order to simplify the description, we will present a semantics for propositional
Concurrent MetateM. This semantics will be given using the semantic functionM, with
a subscript representing the type of syntactic entity to which this function is applied. For
example,Mrule gives the semantics of individual rules, whileMsystem gives the meaning
of the whole system. The types of these semantic functions are obvious, mapping the
particular syntactic structure (e.g., rule, object, system) on to a temporal logic formula.
4.2. temporal semantics of asynchronous Concurrent MetateM
In a system utilizing asynchronous execution, each object may progress at its own speed
and using its own local clock. Thus, although each individual object sees time (execution)
as a sequence of discrete moments (steps), we choose to represent the behaviour of the
whole system using a dense model, where the intervals over which a particular object is
active are labelled by that object’s name.
Consequently, associated with each object, O, is a clock, modelled by a predicate
\tick(O)", which provides the model structure for that object. For example, in Figure 1,
an object’s state is mapped directly to the appropriate tick interval within the dense
model provided by tlr.
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TLR
tick
:tick
Object Execution
Figure 1. Mapping discrete execution onto a dense model.
TLR
tick(O1)
tick(O2)
tick(O3)
tick(O4)
Figure 2. Mapping several discrete executions onto a dense model.
In this way, we can guarantee that each object’s states correspond to tick intervals,
and can ensure that if a predicate is to be satisfled in a particular state of a particular
object’s execution, the predicate will be satisfled in the interval corresponding to that
state.
As objects execute asynchronously, the \tick" intervals for various clocks are allowed to
overlap. For example, consider four Concurrent MetateM objects, O1, O2, O3, and O4.
The clocks associated with each particular object might overlap as shown in Figure 2.
Given the tlr deflnition provided in Section 3, a range of derived operators can be
provided, including tlr analogues of \start" and \ ". Using these we can deflne the
new predicate \tick" described above, as follows.
(start) tick) ^ (:tick ) (:tick)U+ tick) ^ (tick ) tick U+ (:tick)):
Thus, \tick periods" occur inflnitely often, and are separated by \:tick periods". Note
that each tick and :tick interval is arbitrary, but flnite, as each such interval is followed
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sometime in the future by a period in which the opposite tick occurs. This inflnite occur-
rence, together with the flnite variability condition, ensures that all of time is \covered"
by periods of tick/:tick (i.e., an inflnite number of alternations between tick/:tick is
not allowed in any flnite period).
We extend this deflnition so that \tick" is parameterised by the particular object to
which it refers (as shown in Figure 2). This represents the fact that individual objects
have their own clock. We will model a predicate, p, being satisfled in a state, s, by the
predicate p-Obj being satisfled in the tick associated with s.
4.2.1. basic semantics
We now present the basic semantics of an asynchronous Concurrent MetateM system,
S, consisting of the Concurrent MetateM objects O1; O2; : : : ; On, as follows.
Msystem(S) =
n^
i=1
Mobject(rename(Oi))
Mobject(O) =MOrules(O:rules) ^ comms(O)
where rename(Oi) carries out the renaming of predicates within object Oi, as described
above.
4.2.2. communication between objects
The predicate comms(O) generates a communication constraint for messages to and
from the object, which is initially deflned as follows (note that this formula is local to
the object O). ^
p-O2O:env
(p) p-O) ^
^
q-O2O:comp
(q-O ) q):
The intuition behind this constraint is that it ensures that when a message, corresponding
to predicate p, arrives from the object’s environment, not only is p made true, but also
the renamed version of p used within the object is also made true. Similarly, when a
component predicate is made true in the object, the appropriate message predicate must
be broadcast.
We can provide a more natural computational model whereby messages sent are only
guaranteed to arrive at some time in the future, by removing the constraint that messages
are instantaneous. Thus, to model this constraint on communication, we simply replace
the above deflnition of comms(O) by^
p-O2O:env
(p)}p-O) ^ ^
q-O2O:comp
(q-O )}q):
Again, p-O and q-O range over the sets of environment and component predicates of
object O, respectively. This constraint ensures that when a message, corresponding to
predicate p, arrives from the object’s environment, a commitment to make true the re-
named version of p used within the object is given. Similarly, when a component predicate
is made true in the object, the appropriate message predicate must eventually appear in
the environment.
The only minor problem with this new deflnition is what to do about messages that
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arriving at an object while it is not executing, i.e., when tick is false? In order to cope
with this, the above deflnition can be further modifled to^
p-O2O:env
(p)}(tick(O) ^ p-O)) ^ ^
q-O2O:comp
(q-O )}q)
thus ensuring that the received message is recorded during a tick of the object.
4.2.3. semantics of temporal rules
Earlier, we gave the semantics of an individual object in terms of the semantics of
the rules within that object. Now we can give the semantics of individual rules as a
temporal formula. Within this description, we will assume that the object’s behaviour
is exactly represented by the temporal rules, thus following the original MetateM ap-
proach .(Barringer et al., 1989). Later, in Section 4.3.5, we consider the reflnement of the
semantics where the operational constraints under which each object must execute are
taken into consideration.
Thus, for the moment, we assume that the semantics of an object is completely repre-
sented by the semantics of its set of temporal rules. The semantic formula is then applied
within each interval where the appropriate tick occurs. In order to represent this, we
require auxiliary predicates next-tick, last-tick and during-tick, which can be deflned as
follows.
next-tick(O;X)|is satisfled if formula \X" is satisfled within the next \O" tick.
last-tick(O;X)|is satisfled if formula \X" is satisfled within the last \O" tick
(false if there was no last tick).
during-tick(O;X)|is satisfled if formula \X" is satisfled throughout the current
\O" tick.
Using these predicates, we can deflne the semantics of an object’s set of internal rules as
follows.
Mrules(O) =
^
R2O:Rules
next-tick(O;MOrule(R)) ^ next-tick(O;Mrules(O)):
Note thatMrules is deflned recursively, as we must expand the semantics of each object’s
set of rules at each state in the object’s execution sequence.
Now, as any Concurrent MetateM rule can be transformed into one of the four
difierent types of SNF rule (Section 2.2), we need only provide the semantics for each
of these types of rule. These are given below, with C representing a conjunction of
(non-temporal) literals, D representing a disjunction of (non-temporal) literals, and l
representing a single (non-temporal) literal.
MOrule(start) D) = [(:last-tick(O; true))) during-tick(O;D)]
MOrule(start)}l) = [(:last-tick(O; true)))}(tick(O) ^ during-tick(O; l))]
MOrule( bcdefC ) D) = [last-tick(O;C)) during-tick(O;D)]
MOrule( bcdefC )}l) = [last-tick(O;C))}(tick(O) ^ during-tick(O; l))]:
Note that, in order to ensure that predicates are checked at the appropriate moment, we
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add the constraint that if a predicate becomes true within a tick period, then it remains
true until the end of that period, i.e.,
(p ^ tick(O))) pU+ :tick(O):
This ensures that, if we need to check whether a certain predicate was true during the
last period, we need only check the predicate’s value at the end of the period.
4.3. extending the basic semantics
Above we provided a simple semantics for the core Concurrent MetateM language,
based upon the representation of asynchronous discrete executions in a dense global
model. We now consider reflnements of this semantics corresponding to extensions of the
language described in Section 2, in particular Sections 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8. Later in this
section, we also consider the operational constraints upon individual object execution.
4.3.1. object grouping
In modelling the group structuring of objects, we represent the composition of groups
in the object structure (by adding an extra Group element to the structure in order
to deflne the set of groups to which each object belongs) and reflne the intra-object
communication constraint so that messages are only broadcast to members of particular
groups.
To achieve the latter, we reflne the communications constraint given in Section 4.2.2
to be the following (for simplicity we here assume that each object is a member of one
group only). ^
p-O2O:env
((p(G) ^ O.Group = G))}(tick(O) ^ p-O))
^^
q-O2O:comp
(q-O )}q(O:Group)):
Thus, the predicate being broadcast includes an extra argument representing the group
of the sender. Any receiver can only record such a message if it is also a member of that
group.
4.3.2. object creation
In order to represent dynamic object-creation within the semantics, a new object struc-
ture must be created and its semantics added to the global semantics for the system, i.e.,
clone-O) (O0 = copy(O) ^ add(O0; S) ^ Mobject(O0)):
Here, copy creates a new object structure, add adds this structure to the syntactic rep-
resentation of the system, and the semantics of this new object is conjoined immediately.
This approach can again be generalized to the parameterized version of clone.
Thus, this extension of the semantics involves a side-efiect of modifying the basic global
structure of the semantics.
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4.3.3. synchronization
As outlined in Section 2.7, if we allow environment predicates on the right-hand sides
of object rules, we can achieve synchronization of asynchronously executing objects. We
have deflned the temporal semantics in such a way that this synchronization occurs nat-
urally as long as we ensure that objects cannot deflne the truth value of environment
predicates. Under this assumption, then if an object is waiting for an environment pred-
icate to be satisfled, it must wait for the appropriate message to be received. This is
achieved in the semantics as the current tick/:tick interval can be \stretched" out for a
flnite amount of time while waiting for such a message.
In order to ensure that objects cannot directly afiect the truth value of an environment
predicate (i.e. a predicate controlled by another object), we simply add a constraint that
says that such a predicate must be false if no new message has been received since the
last message of this type was recorded (or if no such message has ever been received),
i.e.
[(:p)S ¡(tick(O) ^ p-O) _ :p-O] ) :p-O
where \ " is the \always in the past" operator that can be derived from the \S ¡"
operator.
4.3.4. dynamic interfaces
The extension that allows objects to listen or ignore dynamically can be modelled, for
example, as follows.
(ignore-O(p) ^ p 2 O:Env) ) remove(p;O:Env):
Here, remove removes p from the particular element of the object structure. This exten-
sion again requires a semantics that has the side-efiect of modifying the object structure.
4.3.5. representing operational constraints on individual objects
In the semantics of individual objects given in Section 4.2.3, we assumed that each
object’s behaviour is exactly represented by the temporal rules. We now consider the
efiect upon the semantics of the more complex view that each object executes its temporal
speciflcation under a particular set of operational constraints which must be taken into
consideration. In particular, once we allow additional operational constraints, then the
relation
Mobject(O) =MOrules(O:rules) ^ comms(O)
no longer holds.
An object, when attempting to execute disjunctive formulae may backtrack in order to
investigate alternative choices. However, once we add the restriction that no backtrack-
ing is allowed past a broadcast to the object’s environment, then the object becomes
constrained and cannot necessarily implement complete deduction.
In general, the operational execution of a particular object can be modelled, as is stan-
dard logic programming, as a tree (similar to an SLD-tree) with each node representing
a choice generated either by indeterminacy in the object’s rules (through the use of \_"
or \}") or its indeterminate environment. Given the particular execution strategy used
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(by default, attempting to satisfy oldest outstanding eventualities flrst) then an ordering
on the exploration of this tree of choices can be generated. However, the broadcast of a
message during computation on some branch of this tree has an efiect similar to cut in
Prolog in that it prunes the rest of the branches.
Thus, from a semantic point of view, the behaviour of an object can be represented
by a function that, given a particular set of inputs (a history, together with messages
received during the execution period) returns the behaviour of the object over a speciflc
period, together with a set of messages output at the end of that period. Note that no
continuation formula is required as the execution in the next period can only proceed
from the particular state occurring at the end of the period produced. All the elements
relating to this function can be represented by tlr formulae. For example, the current
history of the object is simply a past-time temporal formula referring to the object’s
propositions, while the sequence of messages received during the period can again be
represented by a temporal formula such as
m1 ^m2 ^ next-tick(O; (m3 ^ next-tick(O; (m4 ^m5 ^ : : :)))) : : :
Similarly, the behaviour produced by the function can be represented by a single tlr
formula comprising the present- and past-time description of the object over the specifled
period, together with the set of messages broadcast represented as a present-time formula.
Note that, in the case where an object never broadcasts to its environment then we
can either ignore its semantics (as it can never afiect other objects) or model it’s internal
execution as a temporal formula and assume that the object will directly execute that
particular formula.
4.3.6. synchronous semantics
Finally, we note that we can actually enforce true synchronous execution within asyn-
chronous Concurrent MetateM. This can be achieved by \linking" the deflnitions of all
the local clocks of the objects in a Concurrent MetateM system. As these clocks are
modelled by the appropriate tick predicate, then by associating the ticks of each clock,
one global clock is efiectively produced. This linkage can simply be carried out by adding
the following constraint.
8i: 8j: (tick(Oi), tick(Oj)):
Here, a \tick" within one object is exactly the same as a \tick" within any other.
Although we can deflne the semantics of synchronous execution in this way, it would
obviously be preferable, if synchrony were required, to use a discrete model in the flrst
place.
5. Applications
The combination of executable temporal logic, broadcast communication and asyn-
chronous message-passing within Concurrent MetateM provides a powerful and °exible
basis for the development of reactive systems. To give an indication of the range of ap-
plications either developed or proposed, we below outline a variety of scenarios in which
Concurrent MetateM can be utilized.
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5.1. distributed artificial intelligence
Individual objects can be seen as simple symbolic AI components. Given this view,
objects can be organized in order to solve more complex problems, i.e. problems that the
objects could not undertake individually. Thus, a form of cooperative problem solving
can be deflned by ensuring that a suitable protocol is provided between objects. This
allows the objects to devolve sub-problems to other objects, and thus to distribute the
problem-solving process across the system .(Fisher and Wooldridge, 1993). Grouping is
useful for deflning local problem-solving activities within the object-space.
5.2. concurrent theorem-proving
A model for concurrent theorem-proving in classical logic was introduced in .Fisher
(1997). This involves distributing clauses amongst objects, implementing a basic de-
duction mechanism within each object, and utilizing broadcast communication between
objects in order to pass intermediate deductions around. This model, though simple,
provides an adaptable and °exible basis for large-scale theorem-proving. In addition,
grouping is useful in certain cases to localize some of the deduction within the proof
process.
5.3. modelling multi-agent societies
Since objects are autonomous, and may incorporate potentially complex internal rea-
soning mechanisms, we can view them as agents .(Wooldridge and Jennings, 1995). By
utilizing both groups and broadcast message-passing, we are able to represent complex
interaction, for example cooperation and competition, amongst such agents. In particu-
lar, we can represent agent societies, where individuals cooperate with their fellow group
members, but where the groups themselves compete for some global resource .(Fisher
and Wooldridge, 1995). It is important to note that in such systems, there is no explicit
global control|individual agents perform local interactions with each other and their
environment, and groups are efiectively self-organizing.
5.4. simulating transport systems
In .Finger et al. (1993) a simple train system is considered. Each station is represented
by a Concurrent MetateM object and local information about the topology of the rail
network is distributed amongst these stations. The trains themselves correspond to data
passed between stations. Thus, stations negotiate for permission to pass trains on to
another station. In executing the temporal speciflcation, a simulation of this system is
produced.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
Concurrent MetateM represents a high-level language for the simulation and im-
plementation of reactive systems, utilizing temporal formulae in order to represent the
behaviour of individual objects. Given this, a logical semantics seems to be an appropri-
ate mechanism for modelling the language. However, the fact that objects can execute
asynchronously means that producing straight-forward semantics given using a discrete
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temporal logic is di–cult. We have shown that, by utilizing a dense temporal logic and
overlaying this with the execution sequence for each individual object, the semantics of
both the basic asynchronous Concurrent MetateM system and a variety of extensions
can be deflned. During this description, we have shown how the dense temporal logic
considered is particularly appropriate for modelling this type of reactive system.
Our future work will mainly concentrate on extending the semantics further to cover
the detailed operational considerations outlined in Section 4.3.5, but will also be con-
cerned with the veriflcation of properties of Concurrent MetateM systems utilising the
semantics and decision procedures for tlr.
Related work includes the algebraic semantics of concurrent systems based upon broad-
cast message-passing .(Prasad, 1991), and the application of dense temporal logics to the
semantic deflnition of other, more standard, systems .(Wooldridge, 1995).
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Appendix A. Propositional Discrete Temporal Logic
In this section, we present the syntax and semantics of a standard propositional tem-
poral logic .(Emerson, 1990), called PTL, based on a discrete, linear model of time, with
a flnite past and inflnite future .(Gabbay et al., 1980).
A.1. syntax
We begin with the formal syntax of the language. Formulae of PTL are constructed
using the following symbols.
⁄ A set, Lp, of propositional symbols represented by strings of lower-case alphabetic
characters.
⁄ Classical connectives, :, _, ^, and ).
⁄ Future-time temporal operators, categorized as
{ unary operators: g, }, ,
{ binary operators: U , and W .
⁄ Past-time temporal operators, categorized as
{ nullary operators: start.
{ unary operators: bcdef, }† , ,
{ binary operators: S , and Z .
⁄ \(" and \)" which are, as usual, used to avoid ambiguity.
The set of well-formed formulae of PTL (wffp) is deflned as follows.
⁄ Any element of Lp is in wffp.
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⁄ If A and B are in wffp, then so are
:A A _B A ^B A) B (A)
}A A AU B AW B gA
}† A A AS B AZ B start bcdefA:
Formulae in wffp can be classifled as follows. A literal is either a proposition (i.e., an
element of Lp), or the negation of a proposition. A state-formula is either a literal or
a boolean combination of other state-formulae. Future-time formulae (non-strict) are
deflned as follows.
⁄ If A is a state-formula, then A is a future-time formula.
⁄ If A and B are future-time formulae, then :A, A^B, A_B, A) B, AU B, AW B,gA, }A, and B are all future-time formulae.
Strict past-time formulae are deflned as follows.
⁄ If A and B are either state-formulae or strict past-time formulae, then bcdefA, start,
AS B, AZ B, }† A, and B are all strict past-time formulae.
⁄ If A and B are strict past-time formulae, then :A, A ^B, A _B, and A) B are
all strict past-time formulae.
A.2. semantics
Intuitively, the models for PTL formulae are based on discrete, linear structures having
a flnite past and inflnite future, i.e., sequences such as
s0; s1; s2; s3; : : :
where each si, called a state, provides a propositional valuation. However, rather than
representing the model structure in this way, we will deflne a model, ¾, as
¾ = hN; …pi
where
N is the Natural Numbers, which is used to represent the sequence s0; s1; s2; s3; : : :,
and,
…p is a map from N£ Lp to fT;Fg, giving a propositional valuation for each state in
the sequence.
An interpretation for this logic is deflned as a pair h¾; ii, where ¾ is the model and i the
index of the state at which the temporal statement is to be interpreted.
A semantics for well-formed temporal formulae is a relation between interpretations
and formulae, and is deflned inductively as follows, with the (inflx) semantic relation
being represented by \j=". The semantics of a proposition is deflned by the valuation
given to that proposition at a particular state:
h¾; ii j= p ifi …p(i; p) = T [for p 2 Lp]:
The semantics of the standard propositional connectives is as in classical logic, e.g.,
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h¾; ii j= A _B ifi h¾; ii j= A or h¾; ii j= B:
The semantics of the unary future-time temporal operators is deflned as follows.
h¾; ii j= gA ifi h¾; i+ 1i j= A
h¾; ii j=}A ifi there exists j 2 N such that j ‚ i and h¾; ji j= A
h¾; ii j= A ifi for all j 2 N, if j ‚ i then h¾; ji j= A:
The informal semantics of these operators are as follows: gA means that A must be
satisfled in the next state; }A means that A must be satisfled at some state in the
future; A means that A must be satisfled at all states in the future. Additionally, the
syntax includes two binary future-time temporal operators, interpreted as follows.
h¾; ii j= AU B ifi there exists k 2 N, such that k ‚ i and h¾; ki j= B and
for all j 2 N, if i • j < k then h¾; ji j= A
h¾; ii j= AW B ifi h¾; ii j= AU B or h¾; ii j= A:
Both AU B and AW B mean that A must be satisfled up until the point in time where B
is satisfled. The difierence between the two operators is that AU B implies that B must
be satisfled at some point in the future, while AW B does not. This gives the following
equivalence.
(AW B ^ }B) , AU B:
As temporal formulae are interpreted at a particular state-index, i, then indices less
than i represent states that are \in the past" with respect to state si. The semantics of
the unary past-time operator is given as follows.
h¾; ii j= bcdefA ifi h¾; i¡ 1i j= A and i > 0
h¾; ii j= }† A ifi there exists j 2N, such that 0 • j < i and h¾; ji j= A
h¾; ii j= A ifi for all j 2 N, if 0 • j < i then h¾; ji j= A
Note that, in contrast to the future-time operators, the \}† " (\sometime in the past")
and \ " (\always in the past") operators are interpreted as being strict , i.e., the current
index is not included in their deflnition. Also, as there is a unique start state, termed the
beginning of time, an additional operator is used:
h¾; ii j= start ifi i = 0:
Thus, start is only satisfled when interpreted at the beginning of time.
Apart from their strictness, the binary past-time operators are similar to their future-
time counterparts; their semantics is deflned as follows.
h¾; ii j= AS B ifi there exists k 2 N, such that 0 • k < i and h¾; ki j= B
and for all j 2 N, if k < j < i then h¾; ji j= A
h¾; ii j= AZ B ifi h¾; ii j= AS B or h¾; ii j= A:
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The } and (and their past-time counterparts) can be derived from the U and W
operators (S and Z respectively) as follows:
}A , trueU A
A , AW false:
